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About myself

Research Scientist at the Abdus Salam 
International Centre for Theoretical 
Physics (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy.

I have been working on IoT since 
2004.

Organized training activities in IoT in 
+30 countries. 
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187 participants from 29 African countries

Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African 
Republic, Chad, Congo, Congo DR, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritania, Morocco, Namibia, Niger, 
Nigeria,  Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, 
Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe



187 participants from 29 African countries



Why a workshop on SciTinyML at ICTP

By Sebastiandoe5 - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=107917499

By Maximilien Brice (CERN) - CERN Document Server, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=29068933 CambridgeBayWeather assumed



Why a TinyML Academic Network

We aim to develop a community of researchers and practitioners focused on 
both improving access to TinyML education and enabling innovative solutions 
for the unique challenges faced by Developing Countries.

● Joint workshops and seminars on TinyML with lab sessions 
● An online forum to consolidate the TinyML community
● Open exchange of student projects, lesson plans, real-world 
   deployments and outreach materials

http://tinymledu.org

http://tinymledu.org


TinyML Academic Network

Good 
training 
material

Reliable
equipment

Human
Networking



TinyML academic network

Good 
Best

training 
material

https://tinymledu.org/teach

Final goal is to provide 
Open Educational Resources

https://tinymledu.org/teach


TinyML academic network

Reliable
equipment

Standard kit in each University 
= 

Exchange of code / tutorials / projects 



TinyML academic network

Human
Networking

+300 members!



TinyML academic network



TinyML academic network

You can express your interest in joining the network by filling in this form: 

https://bit.ly/TinyML4D-Network-Call-2

If you are not part of the network, you can benefit from this workshop:

- Most lectures are not related to the Arduino kit
- You will learn about the workflow and apply it once you will have the devices
- Find out if you should apply
- Join the social network of TinyML researchers/practitioners  

https://bit.ly/TinyML4D-Network-Call-2


Workshop Logistics

Three hours per day

GMT: 1pm to 4pm 
(https://time.is/GMT)

https://time.is/GMT


Workshop Logistics

Attendance certificate only if you follow at least 
80% of the lectures (according to Zoom’s log file).

5 Grove Creator kits will be drawn among the 
participants that have attended at least 80% of the 
lectures. 

Thanks SeeedStudio! 
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Case studies

Are you working on a TinyML-based project?

Do you have a problem that could be solved using Tiny?

Do you have an ML project that could use TinyML for deployment?

We have up to three awards for the best presentations from early 
career/students from developing countries. Send me a message if you 
want to present.



Open Material

The material used in the workshop (slides, videos, code) will be  openly 
available for you to use a teacher/student/practitioner.

TinyMLedu webpage: 
https://tinyml.seas.harvard.edu/SciTinyML-22/africa/

 (with videos, slides and code)

ICTP official webpage: https://indico.ictp.it/event/9792/

https://tinyml.seas.harvard.edu/SciTinyML-22/africa/
https://indico.ictp.it/event/9792/


Tell me and I forget, 
teach me and I may 
remember, involve me 
and I learn.
-- Benjamin Franklin



Interaction

You are more than welcome to 
ask questions!

Please raise your hand in 
Zoom to ask questions.

Unmute, turn on your camera 
and ask your question. Please 
lower your hand and mute 
yourself afterwards.



Interaction via Discord

If you have longer questions/ don’t want to talk, please use the 
“ictp-workshop” Discord channel. Questions and answers in Discord 
will remain after the workshop (--> good reference!).

Please join Discord by following this link: https://discord.gg/fFTmVGtg 
if you haven’t already done so!

We will use Zoom chat only for announcements.

https://discord.gg/fFTmVGtg


Surveys (pre and post workshop)

We put together a short anonymous survey to try to get some 
background information from all of you so that we can try to update the 
materials to be as helpful as possible. 

If you could fill it out that would be very helpful: 

https://bit.ly/SciTinyML-22-Africa-Background  

https://bit.ly/SciTinyML-22-Africa-Background


Thanks!


